Dear [Name],

It’s tempting to get complacent here in Tennessee.

After battling against leftist democrats and RINO Republicans sponsoring gun-control at the capitol in Nashville, gun owners like you and I have had a time of relative peace since Gov. Bill Lee’s gun-control session ended.

And I’ll admit that the passage of Constitutional Carry in recent years has been very welcome in a time of increasing threats against our gun rights from Washington, D.C.

But complacency is what has led to the destruction of so many formerly “Red” states. Just look at Michigan and Virginia.

And make no mistake, we have made some progress here in Tennessee, but our gun rights have never been under greater attack from Joe Biden and the democrats in Washington, D.C.

That’s why I hope you will make an urgent end-of-quarter donation to Tennessee Gun Owners (TGO) today, to help us pass the Second Amendment Preservation Act (SAPA)!

HELP US FIGHT BACK!

As you know, SAPA legislation is already law in Missouri and it tells Joe Biden that Missouri cops will no longer be his shock troops in his war against gun owners.

Specifically, SAPA legislation would instruct Tennessee cops to enforce Tennessee gun laws only, DENYING Joe Biden the free use of Tennessee law enforcement resources.

And it is urgent that we HAMMER this legislation into law.

While Joe Biden is having a hard time passing gun control in Congress, that is not stopping him from signing Executive Orders attacking our gun rights at an enraging pace.
Until we pass SAPA legislation, Tennessee cops can be forced to enforce these tyrannical actions against their fellow Tennesseans, especially in the big cities with anti-gun mayors.

Tennessee Gun Owners is working hard to get the word out about SAPA legislation through our direct mail, email, and texting campaigns.

We’ve also been involved in litigation against the Biden White House, urging the federal courts to pause Biden’s recent ban on pistol braces.

Now, with session ramping back up in just a few months, it’s critical that we build up a massive war chest to be able to fight hard for SAPA next session.

**Can I count on you to help with an urgent donation before the end of the quarter this weekend?**

Tennessee is one of the freest states in America, but we have to keep pressing the flesh, we cannot rest on our laurels.

Stopping Bill Lee’s gun-control special session was a big win for gun owners today, but passing SAPA is a gift that will protect our children and our grandchildren!

We need this. They need this.

**Please make a donation to help us end the third quarter strong!**

For Tennessee,
Chris Dorr, Director  
Tennessee Gun Owners  

P.S. The third quarter ends this weekend and Tennessee Gun Owners must rebuild our war chest to lead the fight for SAPA next session.

We can’t let China Joe Biden and his goons at the ATF take a sledgehammer to our freedoms and reverse every pro-gun law that we’ve passed here in Tennessee by the stroke of a pen.

Let’s face it, if Biden is allowed to use our cops against us, Permitless Concealed Carry and Stand-your-Ground – they all count for nothing.

That’s why I’m asking you to please stand with us now.

HELP US FIGHT BACK!

The end of the third quarter is just days away, please take action!